### Personal Growth
1. Be in Grade 8 or its equivalent.
3. Memorize the Pathfinder Pledge & Law, illustrate their meaning in an interesting way.
4. Learn the meaning of the AV Emblem.

### Spiritual Discovery
1. Participate in a Bible marking program on the inspiration of the Bible.
2. Memorize the 10 Commandments in Exodus 20:3-17.
3. Read the Baptismal Vows of the SDA Church and share why each is important.
4. Read "The Pathfinder Story."

#### Advanced
1. Complete the Ranger requirements.
2. Read/listen to Steps To Jesus.
3. Study and discuss two life issues with your Ranger group and an adult.

### Serving Others
1. Fulfill requirements #7 and #8 of the Serving Communities Honor.
2. Fulfill requirement #9 of the Serving Communities Honor.

#### Advanced
1. Complete the Ranger requirements.
2. Fulfill requirement #1 of the Serving Communities Honor.

### Making Friends
1. Role-play the story of the Good Samaritan, think of ways to serve your neighbors.
2. Fulfill requirements #1, #5 and #10 of the Family Life Honor.

#### Advanced
1. Complete the Ranger requirements.
2. Complete the Family Life Honor if not previously earned.

### Health and Fitness
1. Learn the value of divine power & rest.
2. Earn the First Aid Honor.
3. Complete the Basic Water Safety OR Beginner Swimming Honor, if not previously earned.

#### Advanced
1. Complete the Ranger requirements.
2. Participate in a lifestyle fitness program for your age.

### Nature Study
1. a. Read two science articles relating to the laws of nature. b. Review the story of the Ten Commandments. c. Perform three experiments, demonstrate the natural laws of God.
2. Lichens/Shells Make an "eternal garden." OR Collect and identify 15 shells.

#### Advanced
1. Complete the Ranger requirements.
2. Insects/Wild Flowers Collect and mount 15 species of insects. OR Draw, photograph or collect pictures of 20 kinds of wild flowers and identify.
3. Complete a nature honor at your skill level, not previously earned.

### Outdoor Living
1. Complete requirements #1-11b of the Hiking Honor.
2. Earn the Camping Skills IV Honor.

### Honor Enrichment
1. Complete one honor in the area of Arts & Crafts or Household Arts.
2. Complete one honor in the area of Recreational, Vocational or Outdoor Industries.